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In this paper, Dyakonov surface waves (Dyakonov SWs) existing at the interface between a semi-infinite isotropic
medium and a conductor-backed uniaxial slab are analyzed with the help of an exponential-matrix method. The
boundary conditions at the interface are formulated using eigenvalues and eigenvectors of two partnering media.
Based on this, the existence region of Dyakonov SWs is formulated and proven to be highly dependent on the
thickness of the uniaxial slab. Some relevant characteristics of the propagating Dyakonov SWs, such as the distribution of the propagation constant, and the electric- and magnetic-field distributions, are introduced and
investigated. In addition, this method can be applied to analyze other finite thickness structures. © 2014 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: (160.1190) Anisotropic optical materials; (240.6690) Surface waves; (350.5500) Propagation.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOSAA.31.001923

1. INTRODUCTION
Surface waves existing at the interface of two different media
have been known for many years [1]. With the property of
propagating at the interface and transversely attenuating
while traveling away from the interface in an exponential
form, surface waves have continuously attracted lots of attention. In 1988, Dyakonov [2] initially proved that a new special
type of surface wave could exist at the interface of a lossless
isotropic medium and a uniaxial birefringent medium within a
certain angle range. These surface waves feature a hybrid
nature and have the unique property of lossless propagation
at the interface.
After that, Dyakonov surface waves (Dyakonov SWs) that
were mostly caused by the symmetry differences of two
partnering materials became an extensively researched
topic. Averkiev and Dyakonov [3] analyzed the case in which
Dyakonov SWs exist at the interface of two identical uniaxial
media, where the optic axes of both media were located at the
same interface but along different directions. Walker et al. [4]
rigorously proved that Dyakonov SWs could also exist at
the interface of isotropic–uniaxial (arbitrarily oriented) or
isotropic–biaxial structures by using an exponential-matrix
method, which was introduced by Morgan et al. in 1987 [5].
Later, Polo et al. made remarkable contributions to the
intensive studies of Dyakonov SWs. They demonstrated that
these surface waves could exist at the interfaces of many
structures, such as uniaxial–uniaxial (the optic axes have
tilted angles with the interface plane) [6], biaxial–biaxial [7,8],
isotropic–electro-optic material [9], and isotropic–columnar
thin film [10]. On the basis of previous research works [2–11],
Takayama et al. successfully observed Dyakonov SWs for
the first time with an Otto–Kretschmann configuration and
1084-7529/14/091923-08$15.00/0

confirmed the existence of these surface waves [12]. Afterward, they continuously conducted a lot of investigations, such
as exploring the important role that Dyakonov SWs played in
light transmission [13], proving that Dyakonov SWs could exist
in multilayer metamaterial structures [14], and analyzing the
coupling between plasmons and Dyakonov SWs [15].
For most papers mentioned above, the investigations were
focused on structures that have infinite length in both directions normal to the interface. In fact, the study of Dyakonov
SWs supported at the critical surface of a finite medium has
more practical relevance in engineering applications. It is
inevitable to make a trade-off between good performance
and a tolerable thickness. Although the existence of the
cut-off thickness at diverse dielectric slabs has been observed
by researchers [11,15–20], for Dyakonov SWs, the related
theoretical analysis has not been systematically introduced
yet. It is necessary to derive the related characteristic equations and expressions, which can be used to analyze
Dyakonov SWs existing at finite thickness structures.
This paper presents a theoretical analysis of Dyakonov
SWs, which exist at the interface of a semi-infinite isotropic
medium and a conductor-backed uniaxial slab. The obtained
dispersion equation demonstrates that a tolerable thickness
must be above a certain value if Dyakonov SWs are supported
in this structure. A relevant equation is derived to calculate
the minimum thickness value. After that, a numerical example
is shown to illustrate the effect of the slab height on other
key parameters that are closely interrelated with the existence
of Dyakonov SWs. The distribution of the propagation constant in the existence region and the transverse electric-field
distributions of both media are also given in this paper. Moreover, this method is generalized to discuss the existence state
of Dyakonov SWs in other similar finite structures, such as
© 2014 Optical Society of America
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arbitrarily oriented uniaxial cases, combinations of different
layered structures, and real conductor cases.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
the dispersion equation of Dyakonov SWs supported by a
conductor-backed slab is obtained by using a full wave analysis in this kind of structure. Section 3 presents some numerical
results and discussion, including the angular existence domain, field distributions, and Dyakonov SWs existing at other
finite thickness structures. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

Sz   ā¯ 

2. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
A. Full Wave Analysis of a Conductor-Backed Structure
The geometry being analyzed is shown in Fig. 1, where surface
waves are supported at the interface (z  0 plane) of two
different media. The upper region (z > 0) is a semi-infinite
medium A, while the lower region (−d < z < 0) is a finite
medium B. The plane of z  –d is considered as a perfect electric conductor (PEC) plane, which means that the tangential
components of the electric field must be zero at the lower
surface of medium B. In order to investigate the existence
conditions of surface waves, an exponential-matrix method,
which can be used to solve the boundary condition problems
effectively [4,5,21–23], is applied in this paper.
Morgan et al. [5] have shown that, for an arbitrary sourcefree medium, the electric and magnetic fields tangential to the
interface plane satisfy
d
Sz  −j T̄¯ · Sz;
dz

(1)

Ey
η0 H x
η0 H y  is a column vecwhere Sz  E x
tor for the transverse fields, η0 is the wave impedance of free
space, and T̄¯ is a 4 × 4 coefficient matrix, which is given in
Appendix A. Both the transverse electric and magnetic fields
in Eq. (1) have an expjωt − px dependence, where ω is the
angular frequency, and p is the propagation constant along the
x direction. In a homogeneous medium, a general solution of
Eq. (1) can be written as a combination of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors and is in the form of
T

Sz  a1 a2 a3 a4 
2
exp−jλ1 z
6
exp−jλ2 z
6
6
6
exp−jλ3 z
4

32

D1

3

76 7
76 D2 7
76 7;
76 D 7
54 3 5
exp−jλ4 z

where λn and an (n  1, 2, 3, 4) are the eigenvalues and
corresponding column eigenvectors of T̄¯ , respectively, and Dn
are the amplitude coefficients. Furthermore, the transverse
fields in Eq. (2) can be regarded as a superposition of four
waves along the z direction, and the eigenvalues are the corresponding wavenumbers. Physically, these four waves can be
further divided into two types of waves going along two
opposite directions, respectively. As a result, Eq. (2) can be
rewritten as

D4
(2)


exp−j λ̄¯  z
ā¯ − 


exp−j λ̄¯ − z


D
;
D−

(3)

where ā¯  is a 4 × 2 matrix, which includes two columns of the
eigenvector matrix in Eq. (2), exp−j λ̄¯  z is a 2 × 2 diagonal
matrix composed of the two corresponding eigenvalues,
and D is a 2 × 1 coefficient column vector. The subscript
“+” involves the components “1” and “2” in Eq. (2), and refers
to the waves along the z axis. The subscript “−” involves the
components of “3” and “4,” and represents the waves along
the –z axis.
According to the full wave analysis above, if surface waves
exist at the z  0 plane, as shown in Fig. 1, the transverse
fields in both media become
A
SA z  ā¯ A exp−j λ̄¯  zDA ;

(4)

B
SB z  d  ā¯ B− exp−j λ̄¯ − z  dDB−
B
 ā¯ B exp−j λ̄¯  z  dR̄¯ −dDB− ;

(5)

where the superscripts “A” and “B” represent the fields in media A and B, respectively. R̄¯ −d is the 2 × 2 reflection coefficient matrix at the z  –d plane, as shown in Appendix B.
It is worth mentioning that the wave propagation state in
each medium is determined by the corresponding eigenvalue.
That is, the wave decays exponentially along the z direction
when the eigenvalue is a purely imaginary number, while it
propagates without decay when the eigenvalue is purely real.
Moreover, it gives rise to an oscillation component of the electric field once the corresponding eigenvalue is a complex number. In practical designs, these eigenvalues are determined
by the physical characteristics of the material, which mainly
refer to the relative permittivity and permeability tensors.
Since surface waves are supported at the interface of
medium A and medium B, as shown in Fig. 1, the boundary
conditions should be in such a way that the transverse fields
must be continuous across the interface plane. Combining
Eqs. (4) and (5), the boundary conditions at the z  0 plane
can be obtained by
det ā¯ A

B
B
ā¯ B exp−j λ̄¯  dR̄¯ −d  ā¯ B− exp−j λ̄¯ − d   0:

(6)

In the following parts, a theoretical analysis is conducted to
discuss the dispersion relation and other relevant characteristics of Dyakonov SWs existing in a conductor-backed
structure.
Fig. 1. Geometry of the structure considered. Surface waves are
supported at the interface of two different media, propagating along
the x axis.

B. Dyakonov SWs in a Conductor-Backed Structure
As shown in Fig. 1, the medium A (z > 0 is a semi-infinite
isotropic medium with a relative permittivity εA . The medium
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B (–d < z < 0 is a conductor-backed uniaxial birefringent
slab with a relative permittivity tensor ε̄¯ r · εor and εex are
the ordinary and extraordinary relative permittivity scalars
of ε̄¯ r , respectively. Dyakonov has proven that Dyakonov
SWs can only be supported by satisfying the relationship εor <
εA < εex [2]. The optic axis of the uniaxial medium lies at the
interface (z  0 plane) of two partnering media, and has an
angle θ with respect to the propagation direction, as shown
in Fig. 2. As a result, it is convenient to obtain the unit vector
of the optic axis ĉ  cos θ; − sin θ; 0T . The relative permittivity tensor [6] of the uniaxial substrate is
2

εex cos2 θ  εor sin2 θ

6
ε̄¯ r  4 εor − εex  cos θ sin θ
0

εor − εex  cos θ sin θ
εor cos2 θ  εex sin2 θ
0

0

7
0 5:
(7)

In the upper isotropic medium, the waves can be separated
into TE and TM waves according to different polarization
states. As Dyakonov SWs exist at the interface, the waves that
exponentially decay along the z axis can be supported in the
isotropic medium. The eigenvalues of these waves are
(8)

where β  p∕k0 is the normalized propagation constant along
the x direction, and the normalization factor k0 is the free
space wavenumber. The corresponding eigenvectors are
given by
2

0

3

7
6
6 1 7
7
aATE  6
6 −λA 7;
4 TE 5
0

2

λATE

3

7
6
6 0 7
7:
aATM  6
7
6
4 0 5

(9)

εA

In the lower uniaxial slab, the waves can be divided into
ordinary waves and extraordinary waves. Unlike the upper
medium, the waves in the slab include both incident waves
and reflected waves. Therefore, the eigenvalues can be
written as
λBex  ∓εex − β2 εex cos2 θ  εor sin2 θ∕εor 1∕2 ;

(11)

where the subscript “ex” means extraordinary waves and “or”
means ordinary waves. The eigenvectors are determined by
2

εor − β2  cos θ

6
6 −εor sin θ
aBex  6
6 B
4 λex εor sin θ

3
7
7
7;
7
5

2

λBor sin θ

3

7
6 B
6 λor cos θ 7
7: (12)
aBor  6
7
6
4 −λBor 2 cos θ 5

λBex εor cos θ

εor sin θ

In addition, according to Appendix B, the reflection coefficient matrix is calculated as

3

εor

λATE  λATM  −εA − β2 1∕2 ;

λBor  ∓εor − β2 1∕2 ;

1925

(10)

Fig. 2. Orientation of the optic axis ĉ located at the interface (z  0
plane) of both media and at an angle θ (0 < θ < π∕2) with the x axis.


1
R̄¯ −d 


−1

:

(13)

Assuming that Dyakonov SWs are supported at the interface plane, the electric and magnetic fields in both materials
should exponentially decay away from the interface, and the
corresponding eigenvalues should be purely imaginary.
Let λATE  λATM  −jq1 , λBex  ∓jq2 , λBor  ∓jq3 , where
qm m  1; 2; 3 are positive values. By substituting
Eqs. (8)–(13) into Eq. (6), the dispersion equation becomes
q1 q3 εA q23 N − M tanhq2 k0 d tanhq3 k0 d
 q43 εA N − q21 εor M tanhq2 k0 d
 q2 q3 q21 εor N − εA M tanhq3 k0 d
 q1 q2 εor q23 N − M  0;

(14)

and M  εex εA –εor 
where N  εex − εA   q22 − q21
q21 εex –q22 εor . Therefore, once the slab height d is given, the remaining parameter β can be solved. It should be mentioned
that Eq. (14) will transform into a simplified expression, which
is consistent with Dyakonov’s work [2] when d is infinite.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to further understand the properties of Dyakonov
SWs, which exist at the critical surface of a limited thickness
structure, the effect of different heights on the characteristics
of Dyakonov SWs is discussed in the following sections.
A. Angular Existence Domain
Equation (14) shows that the dispersion equation of Dyakonov
SWs involves qm m  1; 2; 3 and d, when the permittivity
scalars of both media are given. Consequently, the existence
conditions of Dyakonov SWs are only determined by qm , if
the uniaxial medium has a finite thickness. Furthermore,
Dyakonov SWs can be supported in a region, where qm are
positive real values. This region is known as the angular existence domain [11]. Figure 3 shows two pairs of qm as a function
of θ for d  3.5λ0 and 4.5λ0 . A natural uniaxial material named
liquid crystal E7 is considered for numerical calculation. This
crystal material has an ordinary relative permittivity εor 
1.5202 and an extraordinary relative permittivity εex  1.7252 .
The relative permittivity of the isotropic medium is εA 
1.5692 . As shown in Fig. 3, the existence domain of Dyakonov
SWs is located between these two black dashed–dotted/
dashed lines, which are mainly determined by q1 and q2 for
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and q2  0 curves. As a result, the minimum thickness dmin
satisfies
tanhQ∕Q  εex − εA ∕εex ;

Fig. 3. qm m  1; 2; 3 as a function of θ when d  3.5λ0 and d 
4.5λ0 (εA  1.5692 , εor  1.5202 , and εex  1.7252 ). The black
dashed–dotted/dashed lines represent the boundary values of the
angular existence domain for d  3.5λ0 ∕4.5λ0 , respectively.

a given thickness d. More specifically, the lower limit of the
domain is determined by q1 , and the upper limit is determined
by q2 . The value of q3 has little effect on the domain, since it is
always above zero. Compared with the cases d  4.5λ0 (solid
lines) and d  3.5λ0 (dashed lines), the curves of qm slightly
shift down and the existence region becomes narrower. As
shown in Fig. 3, the curve of q1 shifts to the right and keeps
on increasing almost linearly when d decreases. However, the
curve of q2 decreases more sharply and has a smaller value of
the upper limit when d decreases. Compared with the curves
of q1 and q2 , the curve of q3 keeps the same monotonicity and
has a smaller slope when d changes. According to the analysis
above, even if the slab has different heights, the minimum
value of θ can still be calculated by Eq. (14) for q1  0, while
the maximum value of θ can be obtained when q2  0.
The variation of the angular existence domain with an increase of d is shown in Fig. 4, where only the rainbow region
can support Dyakonov SWs. It is obvious that the minimum
height dmin , which is closely related to the existence of
Dyakonov SWs, is determined by the point P. From this figure,
we can obtain that the point P is the cross point of q1  0

Fig. 4. Variations of angle θ and the normalized propagation constant
β with respect to the increase of height d for q1  0 and q2  0. The
point P is the critical point at which Dyakonov SWs can exist at a
minimum height (εA  1.5692 , εor  1.5202 , and εex  1.7252 ). The
two black dashed–dotted lines are the boundary values of the angular
existence domain when d is infinite.

(15)

where Q  k0 dmin εA − εor 1∕2 . Obviously, the minimum thickness of the slab is only affected by the relative permittivities of
both materials. Moreover, the existence region increases with
an increase of d, but both curves approach certain asymptotic
lines (black dashed–dotted lines) when d is getting close to
infinite. Here, these two black dashed–dotted lines can be calculated by equations in [2], where Dyakonov SWs existing at
the interface of a semi-infinite structure are introduced. The
upper boundary of this existence region can be obtained by
substituting q2  0 into Eq. (14), while the lower boundary
is determined by Eq. (14) when q1  0.
It is worth mentioning that Fig. 4 also shows the distribution of the normalized propagation constant β in the existence
region of Dyakonov SWs. In this figure, the value of β has a
small increase with the increase of the slab height in a certain
direction within the existence region. For a given height,
the value of β increases with the increase of the angle
θ0 < θ < π∕2. From Fig. 4, it can be observed that the value
of β has a minimum value. And this value is determined by
the conditions that qm m  1; 2; 3 must be above zero in
the existence region of Dyakonov SWs.
Actually, it is inevitable that Dyakonov SWs will coexist
with guided waves in this layered structure. It should be
pointed out that Dyakonov SWs only exist within the existence domain, which locates at the interface of the isotropic
medium and the uniaxial medium, as shown in Fig. 4. And
guided waves can be supported both inside and outside of
the domain range in the uniaxial layer. These two kinds of
waves can be distinguished by their respective normalized
wavenumbers, since the former has a normalized wavenumber always above the latter. In this paper, we mainly concentrated on the related information of Dyakonov SWs.
In fact, the internal relationship between the permittivities
also has a severe impact on the existence region. Figure 5
shows that the angular difference Δθ varies with the thickness
d for different values of εA when εor and εex are fixed.
Generally, the best value of εA is a little smaller than the

Fig. 5. Variations of the angular difference Δθ with respect to the
increase of height d for εA  1.5382 , 1.5562 , 1.5692 , 1.6342 , and
1.6722 (εor  1.5202 , εex  1.7252 ).
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2
HTE 

jq1

HTM 

3

DTE 6
7
4 0 5 exp−q1 k0 z expjωt − βk0 x;
η0
β
2

0
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(18)

3

DTM 6 7
4 εA 5 exp−q1 k0 z expjωt − βk0 x:
η0
0

(19)

In the conductor-backed uniaxial slab (−d < z < 0), the electric and magnetic fields are
2
Fig. 6. Variations of the angular difference Δθ with respect to the
increase of the relative permittivity εA for d  3λ0 , 3.5λ0 , 4λ0 , 4.5λ0 ,
and 5λ0 (εor  1.5202 , εex  1.7252 ).

jq3 sin θ sinhq3 k0 z  d

3

7
6
Eor  Dor 4 jq3 cos θ sinhq3 k0 z  d 5 expjωt − βk0 x;
−β sin θ coshq3 k0 z  d
(20)

middle value between εor and εex , as displayed by the black
solid line in the figure. At this value of εA , Δθ increases most
rapidly with respect to the thickness d; in the meantime the
corresponding cut-off thickness dmin has a minimum value. A
detailed study regarding the change of the angular difference
Δθ over the increase of εA for different heights is presented in
Fig. 6. It is clearly shown that both the maximum value of Δθ
and the range of tolerable εA increase as d increases. However, the variation tendency of the curve begins to slow down
and the maximum value approaches a stable value eventually.
This is reasonable since the reflected waves in the slab become weaker and the surface waves gradually turn out to
be the initial case of Dyakonov SWs [2] when the thickness
d keeps increasing. It is also proven that the value of εA is relatively closer to the ordinary permittivity εor than the extraordinary permittivity εex , if the angular difference of the
existence domain reaches a maximum value.
In conclusion, the existence region is very sensitive to the
slab height and the relative permittivities of both media. Thus,
Dyakonov SWs can be used in switching or sensing applications, which are highly dependent on the permittivities of the
media [24,25].
B. Field Distributions
It has been proven that the transverse fields in a homogenous
medium can be expressed by a combination of eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, as discussed in Section 2.A. Therefore,
the completed expressions of electric and magnetic fields
in both media can be further derived by using Maxwell’s
equations. In the isotropic medium (z > 0), the electric and
magnetic fields are in the form of

ETE

2 3
0
6 7
 DTE 4 1 5 exp−q1 k0 z expjωt − βk0 x;

(16)

0
2

−jq1

3

6
7
ETM  DTM 4 0 5 exp−q1 k0 z expjωt − βk0 x;
−β

(17)

2
6
Eex  Dex 4

εor − β2  cos θ sinhq2 k0 z  d
−εor sin θ sinhq2 k0 z  d

3
7
5 expjωt − βk0 x;

−jq2 β cos θ coshq2 k0 z  d
(21)
3
2 2
q3 cos θ coshq3 k0 z  d
Dor 6
7
Hor 
4 εor sin θ coshq3 k0 z  d 5 expjωt − βk0 x;
η0
jq3 β cos θ sinhq3 k0 z  d
(22)
2
Hex 

jq2 εor sin θ coshq2 k0 z  d

3

Dex 6
7
4 jq2 εor cos θ coshq2 k0 z  d 5 expjωt − βk0 x;
η0
−εor β sin θ sinhq2 k0 z  d
(23)

where DTE , DTM , Dor , and Dex are the unknown amplitudes of
the fields.
Figure 7 shows the transverse electric-field distributions of
Dyakonov SWs along the z direction. The field distributions in
the uniaxial slab are more complicated, compared with those
in the isotropic medium. In the uniaxial slab, the total waves
(blue lines) include four components, i.e., the ordinary and
extraordinary components of incident waves, and the counterparts of reflected waves. For the incident waves, the values of
ordinary and extraordinary components have opposite signs.
The ordinary component decays away from the interface
much faster than its extraordinary counterpart due to the
differences between the eigenvalues. As a result, the ordinary
component of the reflected waves is very weak and can be
ignored in this structure. It is seen that the phenomenon of
the peaks of the total waves in the slab slightly shifting from
the interface (z  0 plane) is mainly caused by the different
slopes of the ordinary and extraordinary waves’ curves. The
amplitude distributions of the Ey component have similar
variation trends except that the maximum amplitude is almost
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Fig. 7. Amplitude distributions of the transverse electric-field components in two partnering media for (a) amplitude of Ex component and (b) amplitude of Ey component. “O” and “E” waves denote ordinary and extraordinary waves, respectively. In this condition (εA  1.5692 , εor  1.5202 ,
εex  1.7252 , and d  5λ0 ), the angular existence domain is Δθ  0.557°. The angle between the optic axis and the propagation direction is
θ  31.63°, which corresponds to the location of point P.

tenfold over the Ex component, which verifies that Dyakonov
SWs are TE-dominant hybrid waves.
C. Other Finite Thickness Structures
As a matter of fact, the method introduced in this paper can be
regarded as a generalized analysis method for other finite
thickness structures. The relevant equations and expressions
can be obtained by appropriately selecting eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and the reflection coefficient matrix.
For the analyzed isotropic-uniaxial-PEC configuration (the
optic axis of the uniaxial slab lies at the interface plane), the
reflection coefficient matrix is in a diagonal form, as shown in
Eq. (13). Accordingly, the ordinary or extraordinary component of the reflected waves is completely determined by
the counterpart of the incident waves. However, in the case
in which the optic axis of the uniaxial medium has an inclination angle with the interface plane, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be complicated. Partial eigenvalues will become
complex numbers, and the reflection coefficient matrix will
turn out to be a matrix with four nonzero elements. This
means that the ordinary or extraordinary component of the
reflected waves will come from both ordinary and extraordinary components of the incident waves [21].
In addition, the relevant equations and expressions of other
similar structures can be obtained by using this analytical
method. If we take the uniaxial-isotropic-PEC (the optic axis
lies at the interface plane) one as an example, the solving
process is very similar except for interchanging the relevant
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of two media. Compared with
the introduced case, this reversed structure may have a lot
of analogous properties, such as the existence of cut-off thickness, and variation of the existence range.
It is worthwhile to mention that, instead of PEC, this generalized analysis method is also applicable to the real conductor cases. Different from the PEC structures, the boundary
conditions at the surface plane of the real conductor should
take the losses into account. Therefore, the expressions of
the reflection coefficient matrix will be different, as shown
in Appendix B. Due to the existence of surface resistances,
all four of these elements of the reflection coefficient matrix

will become complex numbers. Meanwhile, the remaining
solving process of the characteristic equation is nearly
the same.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, Dyakonov SWs propagating at the interface of an
isotropic medium and a conductor-backed uniaxial birefringent slab have been analyzed using the exponential-matrix
method. Based on the obtained dispersion equation, the minimum thickness dmin of the slab can be expressed and calculated. It is found that the existence region of Dyakonov SWs in
a finite structure is always smaller than that of the ideal semiinfinite media structure. However, as long as the thickness d is
above the minimum value dmin , the existence region will become wider and wider when d keeps increasing. Finally, the
region scope of Dyakonov SWs will tend to be quite close to
the scope of the case with semi-infinite thickness. As a result,
a trade-off between a desired existence area and a tolerable
thickness should be made for a practical design of Dyakonov
SWs. Furthermore, in order to get the widest existence area at
a certain thickness, the relative permittivity of the isotropic
medium should be carefully selected.
It is demonstrated that the distribution of the propagation
constant is seriously affected by the slab thickness. For a
given height, the propagation constant β increases with the
increase of the angle between the optic axis direction and the
wave propagation direction. In addition, the electric- and
magnetic-field distributions of two media are also shown in
this paper. It can be seen that the transverse electric-field
components of ordinary waves have opposite signs with
the extraordinary counterparts in the uniaxial medium. The
ordinary component of the incident waves decays away from
the interface much faster than the extraordinary counterpart.
It is noteworthy that this method can be regarded as a generalized analysis method to analyze the properties of Dyakonov
SWs in other similar finite structures.
In conclusion, Dyakonov SWs existing at an isotropicuniaxial-PEC structure have great potential in practical
switching or sensing applications, since the existence domain
is highly sensitive to the slab’s height and permittivities of the
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two partner media. The analysis method introduced in this
paper has more advantages in analyzing and utilizing this kind
of surface wave existing at different kinds of finite thickness
structures.

APPENDIX A: COEFFICIENT MATRIX T
For a homogeneous anisotropic medium, the coefficient
matrix T̄¯ in Eq. (1) is


R11
R̄¯ −d 
R21


R12
:
R22



μ
εzy
p μyz
−
εzz
zz

− εεzx
p
zz

where p is the propagation constant along the x direction, k0
is the free space wavenumber, and εij and μij i; j  x; y; z are
the corresponding elements of the relative permittivity and
permeability tensors, respectively.

APPENDIX B: REFLECTION COEFFICIENT
MATRIX R
According to Eq. (2), the transverse field distribution in
medium B can be written as

SB z  d 

an exp−jλn z  dDn :

(B1)

n1

If the z  –d plane is a PEC plane, the transverse electric field
in Eq. (B1) should satisfy

 −Z s a41 D1  a42 D2  a43 D3  a44 D4 ;
a21 D1  a22 D2  a23 D3  a24 D4



D1
D2



D1
D2






R11
R21

R12
R22




D3
;
D4

(B3)

where R11  a12 a23 − a13 a22 ∕M, R12  a12 a24 –a14 a22 ∕M,
R21  a13 a21 –a11 a23 ∕M,
R22  a14 a21 –a11 a24 ∕M,
and
M  a11 a22 –a12 a21 . As shown in Fig. 1, D1 and D2 refer to
the amplitude coefficients of the reflected waves in medium
B, while D3 and D4 refer to the amplitude coefficients of the
incident waves. Therefore, the reflection coefficient matrix at
the z  –d plane is






R011
R021

R012
R022




D3
;
D4

(B6)

where R011  a12  Z s a42 a23 − Z s a33  − a13  Z s a43 a22 −
Z s a32 ∕M, R012  a12  Z s a42 a24 − Z s a34  − a14  Z s a44 
a22 − Z s a32 ∕M,
R021  a13  Z s a43 a21 − Z s a31  − a11 
Z s a41 a23 − Z s a33 ∕M,
R022  a14  Z s a44 a21 − Z s a31 −
a11  Z s a41 a24 − Z s a34 ∕M, and M  a11  Z s a41 a22 −
Z s a32  − a12  Z s a42 a21 − Z s a31 .
Therefore, the reflection coefficient matrix at a real conductor plane can be written as
 0
R11
R̄¯ 0−d 
R021

(B2)

where aij i; j  1; 2 is the ith element of the eigenvector aj ,
and the analysis above does not take the secondary reflection
into account. To simplify these equations, Eq. (B2) can be
written as

(B5)

To simplify them, Eq. (B5) becomes

a11 D1  a12 D2  a13 D3  a14 D4  0;
a21 D1  a22 D2  a23 D3  a24 D4  0;

(A1)

a11 D1  a12 D2  a13 D3  a14 D4

 Z s a31 D1  a32 D2  a33 D3  a34 D4 :

4
X

(B4)

If the z  −d plane is a real conductor plane, the fields
should satisfy the standard impedance boundary condition
(SIBC), i.e., ẑ × ẑ × E  −Z s ẑ × H, where Z s is the surface
resistance of the lossy conductor. As a consequence, the
transverse electric field in Eq. (B1) should satisfy
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